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Acquisition of Lottery System Provider—Bestinfo
China LotSynergy Holdings Limited (the “Company”) is pleased to announce
that Beijing Kexun Tiandi Technology Co.,Ltd (“Kexun”), a wholly-owned subsidiary
of the Group, has today completed the full acquisition of Beijing Bestinfo Cyber
Technology Co.,Ltd (“Bestinfo”). Bestinfo is now a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Group.
Bestinfo has a long-term commitment to providing corporate clients with
specialized IT services, including integrated corporate data centre architecture and
corporate software application solutions. The company offers all-encompassing
lottery industry solutions, with capabilities in lottery transaction systems, data mining
and analyses systems (management information systems), data storage and backup,
along with data encryption and system integration implementation. In specialized
technology services, Bestinfo has established a system integration, technical support
and software research and development team, with technical expertise in lottery
industry specific software applications, databases, networks and storage. In project
management, Bestinfo has extensive experience in system integration, software
development and maintenance. The company was also the recipient of the National
Science and Technology Progress Award, along with other related ministerial science
and technology awards.
Bestinfo’s team specializes in the research and development of lottery
transaction and management systems, and is responsible for a number of firsts in the
Chinese lottery sales systems market, including: establishing the first computer ticket
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game (“CTG”) hotline system in Dongguan, Guangdong Province and the first
hotline CTG sales system in China, which was implemented in Zhejiang Province; as
well as developing the first nationwide standard version of the provincial CTG sales
and management system under the commission of China Welfare Lottery
Administration Centre, which has successively operated in the provinces of
Guangdong, Shanxi and Fujian. Currently, Bestinfo is the Welfare CTG hotline sales
system (including the construction of a central data processing system, maintenance
and technical services) provider for Guangdong Welfare Lottery Centre, which is
Welfare Lottery’s largest provincial lottery authority by sales, as well as the provider
for Shanghai Welfare Lottery Centre’s “New Sales and Management System
Technical Services Project”.
Prior to the acquisition, Bestinfo had established a technical services
collaboration with the Group’s subsidiary, Guangzhou San Huan Yong Xin
Technology Company Limited (“San Huan Company”), in a relationship which has
spanned over 10 years. The two companies jointly provide CTG hotline sales system
services, lottery terminals and other related services to Guangdong Province Welfare
Lottery Centre, which oversees China’s largest provincial Welfare CTG market in
terms of terminal installed base and sales. The two companies have won broad
acclaim from lottery authorities and lottery points of sale, and enjoy an incident-free
track record, setting the benchmark for collaborations within the industry.
The Group believes that this acquisition will further enhance its capabilities in
lottery system technology and strengthen its position as a leader in lottery sales
systems and terminal services, facilitating the consolidation of its presence at all
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levels of the lottery value chain.
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